
ACCELERATING 
SUCCESS. 
DELIVERING 
RESULTS.

CASE STUDY: EverTransit
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EverTransit is an affordable, easy and speedy solution for fleet management. 
Built specifically for transportation services, EverTransit helps fleet managers 
run their businesses like a well-oiled engine. Despite its advanced mobile-
first technology, EverTransit struggled with brand awareness and a strategy 
for reaching and converting customers. The company needed a strategic, 
comprehensive plan to launch its marketing presence, compete with a slew of 
new competitors bringing similar products to market, and get new customers 
on the books. 

PROBLEM

WORD ON THE STREET
“It’s clear that Rocket Fuel deeply cares about 
the work they do and strives to get the best 
results for their partners. That’s further 
evidence for the amazing results they’ve gotten 
for our business and consistently outperforming 
themselves month over month.”

CONNOR MASTERSON – CEO
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The goal was clear: drive awareness to drive customer acquisition. We put the Rocket Fuel 
Labs playbook into gear and applied our Four Ps of Success: Precision, Positioning, Process, 
and Performance. 

01. PRECISION
We identified ideal audiences and created buyer personas. This insight enabled us to map 
a marketing strategy, craft compelling communications, and use targeted messaging in the 
right marketing channels.

02. POSITIONING
We positioned EverTransit as the vehicle for putting fleet managers on Easy Street. Our 
insight into EverTransit’s mission and goals helped us to create a welcoming brand voice and 
develop campaigns to move its audience.

03. PROCESS
After an intensive discovery process, we recommended and implemented cohesive 
messaging in Google Ads and email campaigns in addition to implementing a Marketing Ops 
audit and setup. Then we trained the client team on marketing best practices to properly 
score, nurture, and distribute leads to ensure qualified conversations that led to increased 
conversions.

04. PERFORMANCE
We put the wheels in motion to build the perfect brand and produce exceptional results. 
Work included email campaigns, website support, custom landing pages tailored to different 
product features, PPC, and social media ads.

SOLUTION
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We were proud to drive home results for EverTransit. We exceeded the goal 
of back-to-back months of 100% growth for leads and back-to-back 
months of 100% growth for wins. 

RESULTS

Here’s an overview of attention-getting, 
brag-worthy results:

Ready to step up to the launching pad and get stellar results like these? 

Contact us now.

100%
growth  

for leads

100%

CAC reduced 233%
 over goal  
for wins

growth  
for wins

70%


